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project overview
After deciding on San Francisco International Airport (SFO) as the client
for my signage project, I looked at photographs of the airport since I
had not been there in person. Overall, the building was rather bland,
but there were some interesting architectural elements. On both the
inside and the outside of the building, the intricate metal skeleton was
left exposed, adding a visual texture to the otherwise simple spacial
designs. I choose to use metal (simulated with silver paper) to tie into
these the architecture, even before I had a design concept.
SFO has 3 terminals, 1 and 3 which are open, while 2 is currently closed
for renovation. Digital renderings of the redesigned terminal have a
warmer, more modern feel than the existing terminals. Featured in
the redesign was cherrywood, contemporary lines and brushed silver.
As contrasting elements, I felt that the cherrywood and metal worked
together very well, and in addition to SFO’s corporate blue, I choose
these as the colors and textures for my signage.
The concepts of the shape of my signage was based on the shape
of an airplane wing, which I found appropriate for the airport. The
shape is repeated in different scaled variations so that all the signage
ties together and creates a dynamic presentation. Using cutouts
and overlaying elements, I designed my signage to have the metal,
cherrywood and blue mix interact with each other.
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SFO exterior photos

sfo interior shots

These photos of the SFO airport exterior interested me because of the cherrywood facade, linear

The exposed structural elements shown here were my inspiration for using metal textures in my

design and exposed metal elements.

SFO environmental signs
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terminal 2 renovation concepts

international terminal fact sheet

Below are the proposed digital renderings for the renovations currently underway in SFO’s

When collecting information and information about SFO on the company web site, I found this

Terminal 2, which was the inspiration behind my environmental design concept. In the proposed

fact sheet which references the cherrywood paneling on the front facade of the building. Using

renovation concepts, I like how the sleek structural elements are contrasted against dark, rich

cherrywood as a base material for the signage I was developing would reforce SFO’s ties with

wood elements. Overall the lines are clean and modern. My concept was for the signage to

the Forest Stewardship Council

Fact Sheet

blend into the environment by using similar textures but stand out by using complimentary lines.

International Terminal
Architects

Skidmore, Owings & Merrill
One Front Street
San Francisco, CA 94111

Del Campo & Maru
45 Lansing Street
San Francisco, CA 94105

Michael Willis Architects
246 Front Street
San Francisco, CA 94106
Contractors

Tutor-Saliba Corporation
P.O. Box 251897
San Francisco, CA 94125

Perini Corporation
73 Mt. Wayte Avenue
Framingham, MA 01701

Buckley & Co. Inc.
3401 Moore Street
Philadelphia, PA 19145
Square footage

Features

1.8 million square feet
147,000 square feet, retail & food space
22,000 square feet, food space


The San Francisco Airport Commission Aviation Library and
Louis A. Turpen Aviation Museum



World’s largest installation of cherrywood paneling from a Forest
Stewardship Council certified well-managed forest



Bay Area-based restaurants with “street pricing”
Andale
Boule Café
Burger Joint
Deli-Up Café
Ebisu



Emporio Rulli
Firewood Cafe
Firewood Grill
Fung Lum
Harbor Village

Il Fornaio
Lori’s Diner
Osho Japanese Cuisine
Tomokazu
Willow Street Cafe

Six art works by local and national artists
Transfer corridor: Vito Acconci (New York)
Departures lobby: James Carpenter (New York),
Ik-Joong Kang (New York)
Immigration area: Su-Chen Hung (San Francisco)
Arrivals lobby: Lewis deSoto (San Francisco)
North connector bridge: Joyce Kozloff (reinstallation, New York)
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color, theme & concept examples

color, theme & concept examples

After deciding on a theme for my signage, I pulled images from the web to create a mood board

I pullled more images from various sources to see how color and texture would look together.

of other existing elements I wanted to work with or draw inspiration from.
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lance armstrong
foundation headquarters

lance armstrong
foundation headquarters

I choose to show this environmental signage in my research, because I liked the way multiple

Although the exterior signage on the previous page was well done, I especially liked the

textures and layers were combined to create a clean yet dynamic visual system. In particular,

typography treatment at the reception desk inside the lobby. Type and texture treatment shown

I liked the combination of metal and wood with the addition of color and how typography is

was my inspiration for how I would blend elements in my own signage design.

incorporated. Although the color scheme and outcome is different, I felt this was a really good
example of signage that is interesting, executed well and does not get lost in its surrounding.
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sign shapes & inspiration

sign shapes & inspiration

With my signage design for the airport, I wanted to use play of the modern, 50s contemporary

In this example of a neon motel sign, I liked how different shapes and angles were used together

theme, so I researched signage (both interior and exterior) from that era to see what kind of

to create a dynamic composition

shapes and type they used.
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sign shapes & inspiration

texas medical center

Another example of vintage signage and typography treatments

Although the theme is more modern than what I was planning to do, I do like the way color is
used in this set of environmental signage. Like an airport such as SFO, a medical center would
have many different wayfinding signs over a large area.
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color concepts

type examples

I experimented with different color swatches to represent the wood and metal textures that I

Examples of type sizes and styles to see what would work for the look I was trying to accomplish.

wanted to use in the signage. Eventually, I settled on Pantone 308 C, which is the color SFO
uses in their corporate branding and marketing.

ABCIO xyz 0123
ABCIO xyz 0123
ABCIO xyz 0123
ABCIO xyz 0123
ABCIO xyz 0123
ABCIO xyz 0123
ABCIO xyz 0123
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Image Sources
Terminal 2 Renovation Concepts
www.flysfo.com/web/page/about/T2/about_t2
International Terminal Interior Photos
& Fact Sheet
www.flysfo.com
Texas Medical Center &
Lance Armstrong Foundataion Headquarters
www.fd2s.com
Signage Inspiration, theme & concept examples
Google Images
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Thumbnails

signage thumbnails

signage thumbnails

Concepts and ideas for signage shapes, styles and arrangement;

As my sketches developed, I focused more on overlapping shapes and how textures and shapes
would interact with each other.
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Roughs

Digital roughs

digital roughs with color

After sketching out ideas and concepts, I moved into Illustrator and tried refining some of my

As a mid-critique for the project, I presented digital roughs that were more refined, along with

better concepts as well as incorporating type and symbols.

colors to represent the textures I planed to use. Lofted views to show how the signs were going
to be constructed were included as well.

LADIES

A

GATE
BAGGAGE
SHOPPING
RESTROOMS

Delta
Jet Blue
Southwest
US Airways

GENTS

WOMEN

TERMINALS 2-23

MEN

Pantone 308 C

DIES

A

Alluminum

TERMINALS 2-23
BAGGAGE

3256

DINING
Cherrywood Finish
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mid critique summary
The chosen color scheme is good. All colors work well together
The directional sign has the strongest design so far

revised thumbnails
Based on the feedback I got from my classmates, I sketches some new concepts and idea for
the signage, keeping in mine how the three signs need to work together as a cohesive system.

Blue shape on overhead sign makes information hard to read
Repeat shape of directional sign in overhead sign (rotated 90°)
Angle of the “wing” shapes adds visual interest
Repeat “wing” shape in other signs.
Consider how to link hanging signs together
Have fun with it
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directional signage

restroom signage

After mid-critique, I experimented with different ways of arranging the wing shape to create the

With the restroom signs, I was confidant on the size and proportion of the shapes I was using,

overhead signage.

but I was struggling with how to arrange the shapes. The problem I encountered with the
bathroom sign, was where to put the word “Women” or “Men” while making it easy to read and
for braille to be includeded below it according to ADA standards.

GATES 1–7
GATES 8–21

MEN

WOMEN
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orientational signage

directional signage 2

With the freestanding orientational signage, I struggled with where to place the text and for how

The previous roughs for the directional signage was not working, so I started fresh and

to keep the sign secure. My orientational signage was designed to mark gates within the airport

experimented with asymmetry and overlapping shapes. At this point, I also considered what

and what airlines dock there.

type of support structure I wanted to implement.

GATES 20–36
Restrooms
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Ticketing
Baggage
Information
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style Sheet
To keep things consistent as the project developed, I created a style sheet of the typefaces,
colors and textures I would be using throughout the project.

Pantone 308 C / C=100 M=5 Y=0 K=47

Brushed Alluminum / Matte Silver Paper

Cherry wood / Balsa wood with Cherry wood stain

Helvetica Neue 45 Light
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890
Helvetica Neue 75 Bold
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890
Helvetica Neue 65 Medium
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890
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digital comps

directional Signage

orientational signage

After some trial and error, I carefully tweaked the spacing between the various elements to keep

This is the sign that I struggled with the most, but after changing the proportion of some

a visual consistency while keeping the asymmetrical, almost off balanced theme that I was trying

elements, I came to a conclusion. This sign was designed to stand freely at the entrance to each

to create. This sign was designed to hang overhead in hallways in various parts of the airport.

gate within the airport. A solid base was constructed out of foam core and weighted so that the

It was to be supported by squared, aluminum tubing, which was mimicked in wood dowels

sign would remain standing straight up, despite the off balance look that they design creates.

painted silver for the quarter sized mock-up.

37 in.

GATE
⁄16 in. foam core

3

36 in.

98 in.

American Airlines

100 in.

British Airways
Delta Airlines

¼ in. square metal dowel

¹⁄16 in. balsa wood

¹⁄16 in. balsa wood

3

/16 in. foam core
4 in wide base (foam core)
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restroom Signage
This is the only of the three signs I developed that was meant to be mounted flush to a wall. It
repeats the same shapes and asymmetry that the other signs do, while also including braille,
as required by ADA standards. The shape of either a woman or a man is cut out from the lofted
silver and blue circle, revealing the cherrywood underneath.

final signage
7 in

15 in.

Diecut

¹⁄16 in balsa wood

WOMEN
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3⁄6 foam core

restroom signage

directional signage

The restroom sign was constructed and is shown at full size.

The directional sign was constructed at ¼ scale.
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orientational signage
The orientational signage was constructed at 1/4 scale, with a 1/4 scale representation of the
average man to show the relation between the signage and its environment.
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